
In the tracks of
75 years of Alaskan Glacier Flying

33 years of Desktop Flight Simulation
and

25 years of X-Plane™

comes the 1st Comprehensive

Bush Scenery and Adventure PackBush Scenery and Adventure Pack

Introducing a Production Package

in conjunction with 

and 
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Features Overview

SceneryScenery
  4 fully custom modelled Facility Hubs (Land & Water)
24 complete Glacier Facilities (Snow/Ice)
  7 custom Scenic Facilities (Land & Water)
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Features Overview

AdventureAdventure
3 replaceable versions for Beginner, Intermediate and 

Advanced Glacier and Bush Pilots.
4 complete Job Dispatches in Starter Kit.
90% of package can be done in one hour flights.
18 hours of 'never see twice' adventure scenery.
60 hours of 'visit and return to base' new facilities/scenery.
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Features Overview

Flight Helpers

Duct Tape 1.0Duct Tape 1.0 In-aircraft plugin to alleviate some of the 
issues with bush flying in X-Plane including 
ground and water handling.

C.I.F.sC.I.F.s Cockpit Intelligence Files provide complete 
flight information for each facility in the 
package delivered in-cockpit.

Right SeatRight Seat Glacier Ops Training Scenery and Instructor 
Scripts ensure the novice a positive training 
experience towards mastering bush and 
glacier operations in the aircraft of choice.
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Feature DetailsFeature Details

Scenery:
Facility Hubs
 PASW Skwentna, Alaska (serving Denali Area)
 PAMX McCarthy, Alaska (serving Blackburn Area)
 CFQ5 Silver City, Yukon (serving Logan & St. Elias Area)
 A13 Bold, Alaska (serving south-central Coastal Adventure Ops)

Glacier Facilities
 Denali (Mt. McKinley)

10 complete glacier strips and facilities based on real world 
operations and featuring such locations as Don Sheldon's 
Cabin, The Moose's Tooth and the 14,000 ft. Denali Step.

 Mt. Blackburn
5 custom glacier strips and facilities based on real world 
expedition notes. The great glacier tongue near McCarthy, as 
well as the abandoned mining town of Kenicott is featured.

 Mts. Logan & St. Elias Area
9 custom facilities and glacier strips, as well as one float base 
covers many of the base camps frequented for climbs and 
expeditions to Logan and St. Elias. Mt. Vancouver and Mt. 
Seattle also have a strip and facility available.

 Coastal Adventure Ops
6 custom scenic facilities, focused on Adventure Tourism, with 
float and land-based operations available. Sites include the 
Valdez Glacier tongue at the sea, Iceberg Lake, Copper River 
fishing and The Pinnacle, amongst others.
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Feature DetailsFeature Details

Adventure:
Experience Versions

 A simple couple clicks with the mouse and a Copy and Paste replaces 
the components of the package with any of three versions of the 
Adventure for the Glacier and Bush SimPilot. The beginner version 
has rather tame takeoffs, ground operations and landings as well as 
easy missions in the Job Dispatch Starter Package. Coupled with the 
full use of the Duct Tape plugin, even a first time user of bush planes 
in X-Plane will be able to enjoy and conquer some of the world's 
finest glacier strips. The Intermediate and Advanced versions merely 
increase the difficulty of the variables described above, to where the 
Advanced Flier can expect a feeling of great accomplishment upon 
landing at some of the Rating 10 glacier strips.

Never See Twice
 One can depart a particular hub, fly to a glacier or bush facility and 

then depart that one and fly to the next in their next flight session. 
Ultimate Glacier Pilot provides about 18 hours, in a standard bush 
plane, of this type of 'new' adventure without repeating any facility 
or scenery. This is increased to about 60 hours if one returns to the 
nearest hub between flights to new facilities.

Perfect Flight Adventure Lengths
 Our research has found that the average bush pilot flies for about 90 

minutes per session, thus we have fashioned our package to provide 
complete adventures within this time frame, 90% of the time. The 
Starter Pack of Job Dispatches follows this philosophy as well.
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Feature DetailsFeature Details

Flight Helpers:
Duct Tape 1.0 Plugin

 This is a SASL/Lua based plugin (unencrypted) for X-Plane Versions 
9.7 and 10.22+ with 32 and 64 bit compatibility. It comes in a “quiet mode” 
version, which runs all of the time that one is using that particular aircraft that it 
is installed in, and a “Full Menu” version for individual control over any of the 
three main functions.  As a detailed user installation manual  is  supplied,  the 
inclusion  into  a  “non-SASL”  aircraft  requires  under  1  minute  but  a  good  5 
minutes and a bit of copy and paste are required when this plugin must be 
merged with that of a SASL-based aircraft*. Wave limiting and runway friction 
increases are two standard switching features, but it is the management of the 
wind on the ground, based on the handling of the aircraft, that really brings the 
value of this plugin forward, especially for tail draggers.

Cockpit Intelligence Files
 Each of the facilities in UGP, from Adventure Hubs through to the 

smallest glacier strip, are detailed in these in-cockpit files. Using a careful format 
and script, all information required about the airstrip (length, width, orientation, 
radio  freq's  and  more)  is  at  one's  fingertips.  The  included  User's  Manual 
provides a step-by-step process for  attaching the files  to  the native X-Plane 
“Show Text File” function using easy-to-access buttons or keys.

Right Seat
 Using  another  native  X-Plane  function,  this  feature  enables  a  talking 
instructor  script  which  walks  one  through  a  complete  training  session  on  a 
custom designed glacier area near CFQ5 Silver City, Yukon (serving Logan & St. 
Elias  Area).  Again,  a  User's  Manual  walks  through  the  necessary  steps  to 
associate this function with easy-to-access keys or available buttons.

*some limitations apply.
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SummarySummary

Bush,  Coastal  and  Glacier  Flying  has  a  set  of  unique  requirements  that 
commercial  turboprops  and  jetliners  do  not  share.  Where  the  latter  utilize 
automated systems for flight and navigation, the former more often than not 
use VFR landmarks to fulfil their missions. The tubes fly at 30,000 feet; bush 
planes are lucky at times to get to 3,000 feet. The Embraer E170 may have 
synthetic vision installed, enabling the pilot to “see” the runway in any weather. 
The bush plane may not even have a runway to land on, but rather a cobbled 
gravel bar with a moose danger-close.

The Ultimate Glacier Pilot is the sim pilot that constantly weighs risk against 
weather and conditions. Flat light, loose pack snow and sudden storms are the 
in-flight entertainment and the dance to advance or retreat is always charged 
with high energy, sometimes softened by the sheer beauty of the land, up close 
and personal.

We at uX-Pa (uneX-Planedapps.com) have given our best  to design not just 
scenery enhancements but an entire adventure sandbox for the intrepid bush 
pilot. Our team consists of an architect, an artist, a programmer, a marketer and 
document specialist and a beta test lead who spent over 10,000 hours in the 
real bush in a series of real bush planes.

On behalf of the uX-Pa staff and the EPOCH Alaska Air pilots and members, we 
wish you the very best flying experience you can have, and trust that you will 
look at bush and glacier flying as an anticipated simulated experience every 
time that you want to “fly with a purpose”.

Cheers,

Joel (bc)


